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Solids ablate under laser irradiation, but experiments have not previously characterized the ini-
tiation of this process at ultrarelativistic laser intensities. We present first measurements of bulk
ion velocity distributions as ablation begins, captured as a function of depth via Doppler-shifted
x-ray line emission from two viewing angles. Bayesian analysis indicates that bulk ions are either
nearly stationary or flowing outward at the plasma sound speed. The measurements quantitatively
constrain the laser-plasma ablation mechanism, suggesting that a step-like electrostatic potential
structure drives solid disassembly.

High-intensity short-pulse lasers produce extreme con-
ditions when focused on solid materials. Not only do the
interactions create relativistic electron1 and ion2,3 beams,
but they also push and heat the bulk solid surface4 to hot-
dense plasma states. Many mechanisms of laser-surface
interaction have been studied, including hole boring,5
laser-driven shock heating,6 and return-current induc-
tion by fast electrons;7 what is always certain is that the
laser ablates the solid, propelling an extended plasma
plume outward into vacuum.8–10 The details of solid ma-
terial ablation influence all subsequent dynamics, includ-
ing shock propagation and heat transport through flow-
ing dense plasma, as well as the rate of target disassem-
bly. Despite its ubiquity, how ablation originates at high
laser intensities remains an open question. For instance,
models of plasma expansion reliably quantify aspects of
relativistic ion acceleration,11,12 but their implications
for the electrostatic ablation of surface plasma have not
been experimentally validated.

In this Letter, we present the first experimental obser-
vations of solid-density plasma flows during the initiation
of ablation by an ultrarelativistic laser pulse. Our mea-
surements of Doppler-shifted x-ray lines directly convey
the emission-weighted distribution of ion velocities as a
function of depth into the solid target. Bayesian anal-
ysis indicates that some ions are stationary and others
are flowing at the plasma sound speed, with few ions
at intermediate velocities. The observed phenomenon is
fundamentally distinct from MeV-scale fast ion accelera-
tion, since characteristic velocities are on the order of the
bulk plasma thermal velocity; instead, results are consis-
tent with a thin, sheath-like ablation front traveling into
the solid that rapidly accelerates the hot dense plasma
outward, conflicting with (1) predictions of gradual ab-
lation by most models of plasma expansion12 and (2) ex-
trapolation to high densities of photon-pressure-driven
shocks6 and hole-boring.13,14 These measurements are
newly possible by coupling high-resolution x-ray crystal

spectrometers, which observe line shapes from dense plas-
mas with unprecedented clarity, to a laser system with
ultrahigh contrast that prevents preexpansion and direct
laser interaction with observed solid material. Laser tar-
gets with thin embedded tracer layers impart spatial res-
olution to the measurements while limiting the influence
of confounding factors such as plasma gradients or ra-
diation transport. The demonstrated technique is new
to laboratory high-energy-density physics, here revealing
new insights about laser ablation of solids, and could be
adapted for general use on other experimental platforms.

Experiments were undertaken at the Advanced Laser
for Extreme Photonics (ALEPH),15 which irradiated foil
targets at normal incidence with 8–10 J of wavelength
λ = 400 nm laser light in a pulse of width 45 fs, focused
into a near-diffraction-limited spot of ∼ 1.5 µm diame-
ter at intensities > 1021 W/cm2. Pulses were frequency-
doubled to maximize temporal contrast, limiting pre-
pulse effects (see simulation-based quantification below);
high contrast is necessary to prevent direct laser inter-
action with the tracer layer and maintain solid-density
for the duration of the measurement. The laser tar-
geted Al foils (total thickness 20–25 µm) that contained
embedded, 125-nm-thick Ti tracer layers, buried a dis-
tance zTi under the laser-facing surface. Though a
large fraction16 of laser energy transfers to relativistic,
∼ MeV electrons17 outside the target at the critical
surface, those fast electrons transport energy into the
solid, generating return currents18,19 that heat embed-
ded Ti layers to He-like ionization states and beyond.
(Due to finite beam divergence and thick targets, re-
fluxing relativistic electrons are not expected to signif-
icantly impact the hot-dense region.20) The n = 2→ 1
transitions in highly charged ions create x-rays energetic
enough to escape the solid material; we observe these
photons with Bragg-diffracting quartz crystal spectrom-
eters, capable of measurements with high spectral res-
olution (E/∆E ∼ 104).21 The diagnostic geometry, in-
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FIG. 1. (a) Cartoon of the experimental setup, including tracer layer targets and three spectrometer views. (b) Front-viewed
x-ray spectra versus photon energy Eγ (solid lines/shaded regions are ten-shot means/standard deviations) at zTi = 250 nm
with the Ti Heα complex and Lyα resonance lines. Model predictions from the scram code25 (vertically offset, upper left)
show satellite intensity ratios at three labeled densities; similar calculations at different Te generate the upper right inset, where
the shaded band reflects observations. “Ratio” is the line intensity ratio between the hatched regions, notably avoiding opacity
effects from the Heα resonance line. (c) IC line shapes, tamped and untamped as labeled, shown from front and rear views.

cluding target and focus location, crystals, and charge
coupled device detector, remained fixed in space over re-
peated laser shots, maintaining the spectrometer disper-
sion and thus allowing multiple measurements on iden-
tical targets to gauge shot-to-shot variation. The sta-
tionary setup allows unambiguous comparison of line
shifts between targets with different zTi. Full scans
over 0 µm ≤ zTi ≤ 1 µm in steps of 125 nm (investi-
gated out of order to prevent systematic errors) were
performed from three spectrometer views: β = 22.5◦

(“front”), 67.5◦(“side”), and 157.5◦(“rear”), where β is
the angle of observation with respect to target normal.
Aspects of this experimental setup are summarized in
Fig. 1(a).

High-resolution x-ray spectra, as in Fig. 1(b), con-
tain features that change with emitting plasma condi-
tions; here, line intensity ratios imply that observed plas-
mas are near solid density and hot. These assertions
hinge on collisional-radiative atomic kinetic theory,22
which in specific circumstances predicts proportionality
between single plasma parameters and line intensities.
For example, when hot Ti plasmas approach solid density
(nS = 1.2× 1024 e-/cm3 in He-like Ti), collisions equili-
brate Li-like ground states 1s22s and 1s22p, opening new
excitation channels for certain 1s2p2 states.23 This effect
manifests as relatively intense satellites (a, d)24 versus
others (j), according to the collisional-radiative model
scram25 and indicated in the figure. Measurements at all
observed zTi showcase bright, overlapping a+d satellites,
intense relative to their low-energy neighbor j; emission-
averaged densities are thus > nS/2. (We refrain from
specifying best-fit density values due to nonzero Doppler
shift contamination and the likelihood of temporal gra-
dients, since the plasma likely begins at solid density be-
fore expanding.) In parallel, the ratio of H-like to He-

like line emission at near-solid densities is a function al-
most exclusively of electron temperature Te. Significant
Lyα emission compared to satellites of Heα establishes
Te ∼ 1.5 keV at zTi = 250 nm, a value which accounts
for limited reabsorption (since tracer layers are thin, all
lines except the Heα resonance have optical depth τ < 1
according to scram). Relative Lyα intensity gradu-
ally decreases with depth but remains significant up to
zTi ∼ 2 µm. Though calibration of Lyα to Heα inten-
sities relies on theoretical crystal reflectivities,26,27 line
ratios depend so strongly on temperature that a conser-
vative factor-of-two uncertainty in Lyα intensity reduces
to ±20% uncertainty in inferred Te and ±10% uncer-
tainty in the bulk ion sound speed cs.

Beyond inferences from line ratios, line shapes mea-
sured from front and rear views indicate that hot, near-
solid-density plasma flows outward, especially near the
surface. As shown in Fig. 1(c), line shapes from the
He-like Ti intercombination (IC) line are independent of
viewing angle when the tracer layer is buried under a
thick tamper that restricts plasma expansion. However,
these line shapes shift in opposite directions when the
tamper layer is removed: front views record line emis-
sion at higher energies, and rear views see lower-energy
emission. No spectral transition is present at energies
just below the IC line,28 meaning the rear view mea-
surement is inexplicable unless plasma flows away from
the spectrometer—away from the laser-facing surface. In
fact, all observed lines exhibit similar, view-dependent
shifts; the analysis below only focuses on the IC line
because of its relative spectral isolation and the limited
impact of optical depth effects. Alongside plasma condi-
tions inferred from line ratios, we take these line shift ob-
servations as conclusive evidence of solid-density plasma
ablation.
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FIG. 2. IC line shapes from six noted depths zTi viewed
from the front (left) and side (right). Solid lines and shaded
regions are ten-shot intensity means and standard deviations.
The untamped front-view line shape is expanded for clarity.

X-ray Doppler shifts are observed to vary with both
depth zTi and viewing angle, as shown in Fig. 2. For
untamped and shallow cases (zTi ≤ 125 nm), both front-
and side-view spectra are blueshifted from the nominal
IC line position E0 = 4726.9 eV,28 while front-view spec-
tra maintain this blueshift for all zTi < 625 nm. The
front-view line shapes apparently comprise two overlap-
ping peaks: the IC line and an evident shoulder several eV
above E0. The energy and intensity of the higher-energy
component decrease with depth. Each line shape aver-
ages 10 independent shots and is background-subtracted
by removing continuum emission and fitting Lorentzians
to line emission on either distant side of the IC line; all
quantitative claims herein are unperturbed when details
of Lorentzian fitting are varied. Though IC line intensi-
ties are roughly constant for all buried layers from both
views, untamped layers are outliers, as considered below.

Based on the observed Doppler shift trends, the ve-
locities of ablating ions vary with depth. Velocity dis-
tributions f(v) (where |v| � c) are encoded in the line
shapes and are extractable by forward modeling, as the
observed line shape is a convolution of the hypothetical
unshifted line emission with the distribution of ion veloc-
ities projected in the direction of observation. The most
likely velocity distributions, vectorized with components
vn normal to the surface and v‖ parallel to the surface,
must be simultaneously consistent with line shapes ob-
served from both front- and side-views.

Some fitting options, such as the degree to which a
satellite is included in the unshifted line shape or the
treatment of opacity effects, have small bearing on the be-
low analysis. Varying the analysis details produced unan-
imously similar results with small quantitative changes
only; conservative choices, such as assuming strong satel-
lite contamination, have generated the results below. Fit-
ting neglects plasma opacity, a small effect (τ < 0.5 for
the front-view IC line) that could broaden but cannot
itself shift line shapes.

A Bayesian statistical approach fits the data us-
ing parameterized models for the vectorized velocity
distribution. A Monte Carlo framework minimizes
χ2 =

∑
i(xi − x̃i)2/σ2

xi, where xi are experimentally
measured intensities with ten-shot variance σ2

xi, x̃i are in-
tensities from the forward model, and i indexes spectral
bins of front- and side-view line shapes; assuming that
measurements are independent and normally distributed,
the likelihood of obtaining the measurement with par-
ticular model parameters scales with exp

(
−χ2/2

)
.29 A

nested sampling method, implemented in MultiNest30

with a uniform prior distribution, determines the proba-
bility distributions of all model parameters with a well-
defined stopping criterion.

By attempting this analysis with two separate mod-
els, one too simple and one sufficient to reproduce the
data, we learn that ablating ions flow outward with two
distinctly different velocities. First, the simpler “one-
Gaussian” model assumes that velocity distributions f
are flowing Maxwellians in each direction vn and v‖, each
with a mean flow and thermal width. Second, the “two-
Gaussian” model builds on the first by including an ad-
ditional flowing Gaussian in f(vn) with its own mean,
width, and relative amplitude. Figs. 3(a) and (b) show
the most probable f(vn) and the corresponding synthetic
front-view line shapes, respectively, for both models at
zTi = 250 nm. The flexibility of the two-Gaussian model
is required for data fitting, evident both by eye and quan-
titatively (χ2/ (# bins) < 1). The apparent shoulder in
the measured line shape cannot be replicated unless the
emission-weighted velocity distribution in the normal di-
rection f(vn) has a second flowing component.

Since the analysis reveals a distinct, outward-ablating
ion population at all locations zTi ≤ 500 nm, ablation ve-
locity can be characterized as a function of depth. Mean
velocities of slow and fast ion populations in all cases
are shown in Fig. 3(c). The slower ion population has
a uniformly low velocity except in the untamped case,
whereas the faster population flows away from the surface
at 200–500 km/s; the magnitude of the faster velocity de-
creases monotonically with depth. Notably, plasmas of
He-like Ti (mass mi, charge Z = 20) at the measured Te
have sound speeds31 cs =

√
γZkTe/mi = 300± 30 km/s,

a range that overlaps the velocity of the faster population
in lightly tamped cases. (Though its value in dense plas-
mas is not well constrained,32,33 we assume an adiabatic
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FIG. 3. (a) Normal-direction velocity distributions for
zTi = 250 nm fit from the one-Gaussian (1G) and two-
Gaussian (2G) models. Shaded regions encompass 95% con-
fidence intervals. (b) Best-fit line shapes corresponding to
distributions in (a) overlaying the measurement. (c) Veloci-
ties of faster (•) and slower (+) peaks versus zTi with 98%
confidence intervals, overlaid with inferred range of cs. (d)
Fraction of ions in the faster peak plotted as in (c).

index γ = 1.5; k is the Boltzmann constant.) We empha-
size that the two ion populations, the nearly stationary
one and the one flowing near cs, are always well sepa-
rated: few ions flow at intermediate velocities. Moreover,
the presence of both slow (unablated) and fast (ablated)
ions highlights that this measurement spans a transition
from bulk solid to laser-ablated plume, encompassing the
moment that ablation begins.

Ambiguity from time integration notwithstanding, the
two distinct ion populations are most readily explained
as occurring sequentially. Flowing ions cannot overlap
the stationary population, as collisions would thermal-
ize the distribution within ∼ 10 fs,31,34 less than the
laser pulse duration. Neither is it likely that emission-
weighting deemphasizes ions at intermediate velocities:
no secondary energy source follows the laser pulse, so
cooled ions cannot resume x-ray emission after accelerat-
ing. Instead, the solid-density plasma appears to rapidly
accelerate from a near standstill to cs, a speed which is
essentially maintained for the remainder of the measure-
ment.

Crucially, observed ion velocity distributions directly
imply an electrostatic potential profile φ with a step, not
a ramp, even though the latter has been generally un-
derstood to initiate plasma rarefaction. Ions ablating
via a ramp-like φ would accelerate continuously, passing
through many velocities; instead, this line shape anal-
ysis reveals that ions ablate at cs, demanding a brief

period of acceleration—a step in φ. This interpreta-
tion contradicts nearly all commonly accepted models
of ablation,12,35–38 analytical and computational, which
characterize relativistic ion acceleration but do not repli-
cate steps in φ that would be compatible with the data
shown here. (A notable exception involving anomalous
rarefaction shocks requires unrealistically high relativis-
tic electron densities.39,40) This discrepancy implies that
key models of high-intensity laser ablation miss essential
physics relevant to the solid-density region.

As a final observation, we note that the fraction of ions
flowing near cs is > 50% at the surface and falls monoton-
ically to zero by zTi = 625 nm (Fig. 3(d)). The simplest
hypothesis for this changing fraction is that near-surface
ions spend more time flowing outward than deeper ones
do; that is, ions accelerate to cs earlier at the surface
and later with increasing zTi. From this perspective, the
velocity distributions inferred from Doppler-shifted line
shapes are consistent with an ablation front, beginning at
the laser-facing surface and traveling inward, that pulls
unexpanded plasma outward with a step-like drop in φ
toward the vacuum. This effect would not be driven by
relativistic electrons or the MV-scale fields they produce,
but rather by the dense, thermal plasma that determines
cs and therefore the magnitude of the kV-scale accelerat-
ing potential.

These features, ion flow at cs and a sudden drop in
φ, are reminiscent of plasma sheaths, or boundaries in
φ that partition plasma regimes.41 Sheaths build natu-
rally at interfaces,42 such as that between vacuum and
laser-heated solid, with characteristic sizes in width and
electrostatic potential that depend on bulk plasma condi-
tions. It is typical for sheaths to accelerate ions to speeds
near cs (often called the “Bohm velocity” in this context).
Measurements presented here support that a sheath-like
structure exists at the laser-heated solid-vacuum inter-
face; this structure seems to drive the initial disassembly
of the solid-density plasma.

Though expansion is the end result of laser heating,
many mechanisms driven by ultraintense photon pres-
sure at the critical surface initially push plasma inward.
According to some particle-in-cell modeling,13,43 these
plasma-pushing effects can drive compressional flows
down to and through solid-density material. However,
the outward flows seen here via Doppler blueshifts, not
redshifts, explicitly contradict solid-density plasma com-
pression via ion shocks6,44 or hole-boring. Our find-
ings therefore support theoretical limits on hole-boring
density,14 which would forbid laser-driven compression
at densities above solid (> nS) provided that laser reflec-
tivity R is sufficiently low: R . 0.2.

The extreme temporal contrast of the ALEPH laser
guarantees that the unexpected characteristics of abla-
tion are not induced by the plasma prepulse. A re-
cent third-order autocorrelator measurement of the fun-
damental (λ = 800 nm) laser pulse recorded the pre-
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peak intensity rise over hundreds of ps. Assuming as
usual that frequency doubling squares the laser con-
trast, this measurement excludes ionization of the tar-
get, which occurs around intensities of 6× 1014 W/cm2

at λ = 400 nm,4 until 500 fs before maximum intensity
at time t0. A radiation-hydrodynamic simulation, as-
suming inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption with the mea-
sured laser intensity from time t = t0 − 500 fs onward as
input, was performed with the flash code.45 The simula-
tion predicted no disturbance deeper than 50 nm under
the initial target surface. Direct laser interaction with
the untamped zTi = 0 nm layer is the probable cause of
its unusually high ablation speed, 500 km/s > cs, as well
as the difference in intensity between front and side views
there (preablated plasma may be elongated such that a
larger volume is visible from the side). For all other cases,
however, this simulation implies the observed ion abla-
tion derives from the high-intensity pulse only, and that
laser energy deposition was identical for zTi ≥ 125 nm.

In summary, analysis of Doppler-shifted x-ray line
shapes has captured for the first time the velocity dis-
tributions of solid-density ions during ablation by an ul-
trarelativistic laser. This new capability, accomplished
with high-resolution x-ray spectrometers, a laser system
with extreme temporal contrast, and targets with thin
tracer layers, establishes that ablating ions rapidly ac-
celerate to the plasma sound speed, in contradiction to
many models predicting a more gradual process. The
facts that (1) ions ablate at cs and (2) this mechanism
persists more than 500 nm into the solid are both new
benchmarks for models of laser-solid ablation. Lastly,
the line shape measurement and Bayesian analysis tech-
niques shown here are widely applicable to other dense
plasma experiments, potentially useful for backlighter
characterization,46 constraining the disassembly rate of
isochorically heated targets,47 and tracking shocks and
bulk ion flows in inertial confinement fusion.48
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